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The PMI Madrid Spain Chapter organized its professional Summer Congress on June 20th

As every year, the PMI Madrid Spain Chapter organized its professional event on June 20th 2019 in Madrid at RAFAEL HOTEL at 16:00 h. The event format wanted to be inclusive because it was not only focused on any industry area. As planned, we counted on several speeches during the event: “Customer Experience”, Construction industry, Complex projects case studies, Agile, Agile transformation projects. We also had a round table, where some of the PMI Madrid Chapter members shared their experiences, and answered some questions from the audience. The event counted on 150 attendees this year. By the end “Networking session” happened and people was able to participate in several books draws,
The PMI Madrid Chapter Board of Directors is very proud of the results from that event. The draw for books included:

The event showed the real interest that Spanish professionals have in their professional career development. It was impressive the amount of questions that all the round table components addressed during the session.

The rest of the speakers at this event were well received and also got several questions regarding their field of expertise. We had an Agile specialist; we had a project manager from the Construction (Government) that presented a MEGA Infrastructure project and we also had a HHRR specialist talking about people behaviors on customer experience in organizations when managing projects. It was worth to attend this summer event. From here I want to encourage the PMI Madrid Board of directors to get organized again by next year.

TODAY IS A GOOD DAY and TOMORROW WILL BE BETTER!
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